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Motivation
Simple and lightweight scalable table stores evolve into complex, feature-rich stores
• Hard to debug performance issues & complex interactions
• Need richer tools for understanding advanced features
Case studies of BigTable-like stores
• Apache Accumulo (http://incubator.apache.org/accumulo/)
• Apache HBase (http://hbase.apache.org/)

New Extensions to YCSB [Cooper2010]
Distributed testing using ZooKeeper
• Synchronized multi-phase testing
• Co-ordinated multi-client testing
Ingest-intensive workload extensions
• Hadoop/MapReduce tools for bulk insertions
• Range pre-splitting for B-tree indices
Offloading functions to DB servers
• Server-side filtering for efficient querying
Fine-grained access control
• Testing schema-level and cell-level access control

E.g., Batch Inserts
Hadoop/MapReduce job directly converts the data into the "native" on-disk format used by a table store

E.g., Bulk Inserts Using Hadoop/MapReduce

Latency of read operations measured during different phases (as described in the adjoining figure)
Number of store files, tablets, and concurrent compactions relative to different phases that load data (0-P2 and P3-P5) and read data (P2-P3 and P5-P8)

E.g., Server-side Filtering

Efficiency of scanning different number of rows (called scan lengths) from a table with 100 column families
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